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EQUELITE JC FERRERO
ACADEMY WILL HELD
THE NATIONAL OPEN, AN
ITF JUNIOR G1 AND A
CHALLENGER
IN LESS THAN A MONTH.

The academy JC Ferrero Equelite, will

The National Open is just the foundation

the first edition of the Ferrero Challenger,

take to the extreme its passion for high

of everything which comes afterwards.

held from 1st to 8th April. It is a return

competition from 17th March till 7th

Firstly, the ITF Junior G1 Juan Carlos

to the professional men’s competition

April. During that period, is hosting three

Ferrero, that has been playing since

in the Comunidad Valenciana, since the

tournaments that will be increasing of

2002 and is only leading by the Grand

Valencia Open 500 was cancelled a few

category and level, starting by a National

Slams, the Australian Open, Roland

years ago. The 50.000 + H Challenger

Junior Open and ending by a Challenger,

Garros, Wimbledon and US Open. The

will suppose a challenge for Equelite JC

but they all have a common denominator:

academy defines this tournament as “the

Ferrero Academy. These tournaments

pure tennis, even better. The best tennis

necessary impetus to enable a player to

could be followed love broadcast through

in Villena.

move forward, get ATP points and be a

streaming service worldwide.

The period starts with the National Junior
Open, in its VIII edition and will be held
between the 17th and 24th March. This
tournament is the previous step on the
probably best junior tournament in Spain;
the ITF a Junior Grade 1. This tournament
grants with a wild card to the finalist in
order to take part of its “old brother”. This
clay court tournament and it will be played
with the official ball of the academy, Head
ball. It is for both girls and boys.

professional”. The ITF Junior G1 will be
held from 25th March to 1st April. Its
Honour Roll is a real luxury; we can find
players as Pablo Andújar, Nicolás Almagro,
Tita Torró, Konta, etc. In the last editions
the best current players as Nicola Kuhn,
Alejandro Davidovich, Pedro Martínez
Portero, Paula Badosa, Paula Arias, Olga
Danilovic, Eva Guerrero or Jauma Munar
have participated and won the title.
The final point of this tennis month is

4

This is a “Tennis Month” for the Academy
that will put an end with several events
related with the tennis world. For
example, there will be a “pick up ball”
meeting, Summer Stage promotion, a
clinic with Juan Carlos Ferrero or a Service
Test, among others.
The Challenger’s final will be on Saturday
7th in order to be able to enjoy of the
Davis Cup in Valencia.
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The ATP Challenger Tour
stops at Equelite JC Ferrero
Academy
A

NEW

50.000

+

H

ATP
THE

CHALLENGER
ACADEMY

TOUR

EVENT

AT

A CIRCUIT WITH
SPANISH FLAVOUR

The

three

first

months

of

the

challenger World Tour have Spanish
flavour due to a great performance
of our Spanish players during the first
part of the season.

The tournament will provide high-level

This is a very important step for the

competition on Spanish soil ahead of

academy, which will also require surely

This is the case of Marcel Granollers

the clay court season from April 1-7.

worth

effort

who won in Bangkok, where apart

This Challenger event will host the best

(150.000 that the academy is affording).

from in singles, he also won on

Spanish players as well as many other

The Challenger World Tour celebrates

doubles together with his brother

players from all over the world. It will

its 42 editions in 2018. Under the ATP

Gerard. They both have won a couple

provide valuable ATP ranking points

umbrella, consists of more than 60

of

and quality playing opportunities for the

tournaments during the second half of

Australia.

players.

the year, all around the world and offering

an

additional

financial

tournaments,

for

example

in

categories from 125.000 to 50.000 + H.

Also, Nicola Kuhn reached the title in

experience,

The academy starts from the beginning,

singles final that lost against Vasek

and enhances our domestic calendar

but the ultimate aim is to keep growing

Pospisil. In Bangkok, Enrique López

of International Tournaments in 2018,

in this project, something that happened

Pérez and Pedro Martinez Portero

which consist of the 17th edition of

with the ITF Junior G1, so far the highest-

played the doubles final as well as at

the ITF Junior Grade 1 as well. This is a

level event held in the academy. We have

the BNP Paribas in Nouvelle, where

recovery of the tennis in the Comunidad

made some changes as for example the

Munar also got the last round in

Valenciana, since the Valencia Open 500

central court, with a bigger distribution in

doubles.

was cancelled a few years ago.

order to host hundreds of fans.

The Ferrero Challenger is invaluable
in

providing

high-quality

6

doubles in Hungary and played the
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Juan Carlos Ferrero: “The Comunidad Valenciana deserves a
professional tennis tournament”
deserves a great tournament because it

Are these tournaments a good start

The ITF Junior is one of the referent

has been a world referent for tennis.

for the ATP competition?

events for its category in Spain. Do

Equelite

JC

Ferrero

competition.

You

defends

have

the

Exactly, I meant it. This tournament is a

designed

little push for the brightest young players

The ITF Junior Grade 1 is the only one of

three

in order to have more opportunities to

this high category in Spain and is behind

important tournaments. What are

reach the professional tennis. This kind

the Grand Slam junior named “category

your expectations for them?

of tournament implies a great motivation

A”. Of course we want to make this one

for them.

bigger, but the ITF warned us that the

a

month

of

March

with

The expectations are great. We hope that
The former No.1 Juan Carlos Ferrero,
runs the Academy that has his name
with an unwavering commitment in the
competition. During the next weeks,
Equelite JC Ferrero Academy will host the
highest level in tennis. “The month of the
Tennis” in Villena includes the VIII National
Junior Tournament, the XVII ITF Junior G1
Juan Carlos Ferrero and the new jewel of
the Academy, the I Ferrero Challenger
Open held from 1st to 7th April. All of
which we talked about with him.
What is the philosophy that has
guided

the

Challenger

development
Tournament

in

of

a

your

academy?
One of the foundations of the academy is
the improvement. As well as the players,
the academy has to improve all the time.
The changes that have taken place in the
professional circuit, have meant that we
have put in place a tournament like this. I

you still think of make it bigger?

either players or supporters can come,

This

participate and enjoy the highest level in

important organisational effort for

tennis.

the Academy, How are you doing it?

This challenger means the return

Yes, very important. This week was

of the men’s professional tennis at

available at the beginning of the year, so

the Comunidad Valenciana. Was it a

the ATP looked for an alternative and we

thorn in the flesh after the end of the

decided to take over it even knowing that

Valencia Open?

we didn’t have too much time. We all are

It was a pity that in this region, a
worldwide referent in tennis, we didn’t

Challenger

requires

an

working hard and fast, I think because we
are very excited.

have the needed support for developing

One of your objectives it that the

a professional tournament. This is the

Challenger becomes a meeting point

beginning of something new which its

for the young players. Is that right?

objective is to encourage the tennis in the
Comunidad Valenciana.

It is more than that; it is one of the

Is the Challenger a starting point or

so pleased to have these young Spanish

do you have the idea of something

players competing for the title.

reasons why we decided to host it. We are

bigger?
Of course, as I have mentioned before,
the idea is to keep growing.

consider that the Comunidad Valenciana
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changes they are preparing could stop
our evolution. This is a time of great
uncertainty so we have to wait. Even then,
we are delighted of being able to keep
developing this tournament, with the best
under 18 players.
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Pablo Carreño, Roberto
Carballés, Carlos Boluda and Mario Vilella, key
players in the academy.
Pablo Carreño and Roberto Carballés are the key players so far at Equelite JC Ferrero
Academy. Just a few weeks ago, Carreño defended the Spanish colors in the qualifying
round of the Davis Cup held in the Club Puente Romano, Marbella. Nowadays, he is into
the Top14 and has become Top10 during the last season, taking part of the Masters Cup
(ATP Finals 2017)
Carreño has reached his best level training under orders from Samuel López and Cesar
Frábregas. With them as coaches and taking part of the training system of the Academy
in Villena, he has won three ATP titles in singles. He started the year 2016 by wining
in Moscow and Winston Salem and finished the year 2017 with a victory of the Estoril
tournament, in Portugal. Besides, he has consolidated himself as a great doubles player
having conquered titles in Beijing, Rio de Janeiro and Quito. Among singles and doubles,
he has reached six ATP World Tour titles and six finals.
Nowadays, he is one of the main players at the professional circuit and a key part of “La
Armada”of Sergi Bruguera whose aim is to get the sixth Davis Cup victory.
Another great player who is training at the Academy is Roberto Carballés. He won his first ATP World Tour 250 title in Quito after
becoming part of the Equelite team a year ago, and being coached by Fran Martínez, a well-known coach of our Academy and coach
of many prodigious players.
Besides, two of our young players (Carlos Boluda Top300 and Mario Vilella) are doing an amazing performance in the Future Circuit.
Both of them ranked in the ATP World Tour and following the competition program developed by Equelite over the years.
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ITF Grade 1 Juan Carlos Ferrero
17 YEARS OF
COMPETITION

A

List of winners

HIGH-LEVEL
MEN
2017 - Alejandro Davidovich (Sp) / Simon Carr (Irland). Doubles: De Jong y Nijboer (Holland)

The XVII ITF Junior G1 Juan Carlos Ferrero

players that have won this tournament

is one of the classic dates for the junior

is very wide, since Jaume Munar (2014),

2016 - Nicola Kuhn (Sp) 2º Alejandro Davidovich (Sp). Doubles. Matuszewski y Zuc

tennis in Spain. It is the highest category

Alvaro López San Martín, Nicola Kuhn or

2015 - 1º Álvaro López San Martín (Sp) 2º Geoffrey Blancaneaux (FRA)/ Doubles: Álvaro López San Martín (Sp) / Carlos Taberner (Sp)

event host in Spain. This edition will be

Alex Davidovich last edition. Among its

held March 25th to April 1st, and is the

players, we find Andy Rublev who lost the

first step towards the first edition of

final against Munar in 2014.

the Ferrero Challenger. The previous
tournament is the VIII National Junior
that grants a wild card for the winners
to attend the ITF u-18. It is a “hat trick” of

Regarding the women’s category, the level
has been very high too. We find players
as Paula Badosa or Olga Danilovic (winner

2014 - 1º Jaume Antoni Munar (Sp 2º Andrey Rublev (RUS)
2013 - 1º Maxime Hamou (FRA) 2º Nikola Milojevic (SRB)
2012 - 1º Alexander Vasilenko (RUS) 2º Evan Hoyt (GBR)
2011 - 1º E Esteve (Sp) 2º O Roca (Sp)
2010 - 1º A Rumyanisev (RUS) 2º A Pavlasek (CZE)

these important events.

last year). Eva Guerrero is one of the most

2009 - 1º S Poplavskyy (UKR) 2º Y Uchiyama (JPN)

promising players of the Spanish tennis,

2008 - 1º D Schulz (GER) 2º Pablo Carreño (Sp)

The ITF Grade 1 Juan Carlos Ferrero has

she won the title in 2015 as well as Tita

2007 - 1º M Sekulic (SWE) 2º Rafael Mazon (Sp )

been playing since 2002, and many well-

Torró in 2008 or Johanna Konta in 2007,

known players have taken part of it. The

current Top11.

2006 - 1º J Andersen (RSA) 2º Abel Hernandez (Sp)
2005 - 1º M Karpol (CRO) 2º J Sousa (POR)

first champion in men’s category was
Nicolás Almagro and after him Pablo

2004 - 1º Pablo Andújar (Sp) 2º Jorge Montesinos (Sp)

Andújar won in 2003 and 2004. In 2008,

2003 - 1º Pablo Andújar (Sp) 2º David Estruch (Sp)

Pablo Carreño (a current key player for

2002 - 1º Nicolás Almagro (Sp) 2º David Ollivier (Sp)

the academy) was proclaimed runner-up
in the last four years. The name of the

WOMEN
2017 - Olga Danilovic (Serbia) 2º Eva Guerrero (Sp). Doubles: Danilovic (Serbia) y Siemers (Germany)
2016 - Seone Méndez 2º Paula Arias. Dobles: Amina Anshba y Nika Shytkouskaya
2015 - 1ª Eva Guerrero (Sp) 2ª Rebeka Masarova (SUI) /Doubles: Emily Arbuthnott (GBR) / Emilie Francati (DEN)
2014 - 1ª Paula Badosa (Sp) 2ª Ioana Loredana Rosca (RUM)
2013 - 1ª Helen Ploskina (UKR) 2ª Darya Kasatkina (RUS)
2012 - 1ª Iva Mekovec (CRO) 2ª Rebecca Peterson (SWE)
2011 - 1ª M Margulis (RUS) 2ª J de Sutter (BEL)
2010 - 1ª A Gamiz (VEN) 2ª K Fabikova (CZE)
2009 - 1ª A Marenko (RUS) 2º D Papamichail (GRE)
2008 - 1ª B Otashliyska (BUL) 2ª Mª Teresa Torro (Sp)
2007 - 1ª J Konta (AUS) 2ª J Goloborodko (UKR)
2006 - 1ª Maite Gabarrus 2ª Y Gavenko (RUS)
2005 - 1ª Z Linhova (CZE) 2ª M Ince (GBR)
2004 - 1ª A Föhse (GER) 2ª Teresa Ferrer (Sp)
2003 - 1ª Adriana González (Sp) 2ª Nuria Sánchez (Sp)
2002 - 1ª Claudia Jordá (Sp) 2ª K.Hartman (GER)
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Villena, a space
that leads future
and talent

Equelite JC Ferrero Academy is a talent laboratory. A space that leads future, tennis
players with a huge future and a competitive gene that have made of Villena, a city
of Alicante, in one of the capitals of the tennis in the south of Europe.
In “Villena’s factory” almost forty players for all over the world train and live together.
We can find Spanish tennis players as Carlos Sánchez Jover, as well as from Brazil,
United States, United Kingdom, Russia, India, Germany, Australia, Japan, Kazakhstan,
Thailand, Holland, France, Bulgaria, and of course, Spain. A little ONU join for the
tennis and the talent.
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José Manuel Madrona: “we are allocated a budget
of 150.000 Euros for these tournaments”
MANAGER

OF

EQUELITE

JC

FERRERO

ACADEMY
What human and financial resources have been allocated for the ITF and Challenger Tournaments?
In both of them, the full team of the academy is working hard and will be involved. So we count on 50 people, with the addition of
10 more in order to offer a great service to the players. Regarding the financial resource, we are talking about 150.000 Euros.
What changes and improvements are necessary to host a tournament as a Challenger?
In this case and thank to the facilities that we already have, the academy doesn’t have to do important changes, just place some
more stands and protect some places in the academy in order to give more privacy for the players during the tournament. After the
visit of the ATP organization, they indicated that our facilities are perfect to host this kind of tournament.
Did you have any support from the RFET/Valenciana to develop these projects?
For the ITF Junior, the Valencia Federation supports us by a grant. The RFET together with Mapfre are working on increasing the
number of Challengers that is why they are helping us quite a lot.
Which level of visitors do you expect during the tournaments?
Every year we receive an important number of visitors during the ITF Junior, but the Challenger is in another level. We believe, that
will have many visitors from all cities nearby (Valencia, Murcia, Albacete) there are many tennis clubs around us so we think this is
the perfect excuse to enjoy the professional tennis. Besides, apart from the tournament we are planning some exhibition matches
and clinics.
What are your projects for the following months?

José Manuel Madrona is the manager of Equelite JC Ferrero Academy. Madrona is in charge of assuring that everything works
properly in this academy, an international referent in the south of Europe. During the next weeks, the staff of the academy faces a
great challenge.

The Challenger is our highest Project for this 2018, together with the Circuito Promesas at the end of the year. During the rest of
the year, we will go on with our activities that are well established as the Marca Jóvenes Promesas (21st April) or the ITF Senior (15th
May). In June, we will start the Summer Stage.

The academy has defended its competition philosophy. Has been the circle closed with the Challenger?
I think that we have taken a step forward; even the Challenger is a high-level competition tournament, it is important to have further
goals.
March is a month full of first-rate event, why have you decided to gather all the tournaments in the same month?
Well, we had the first two tournaments in March, and because the 4th is the “Tennis Day“ we thought it would be nice to organize
more events during the month. However, the Challenger date doesn’t depends on us, but the ATP.
What do these tournaments mean for your Academy as an organizational level?
Obviously is a huge effort for all of us, it’s a very hard work but we have to take advantage of our facilities that are ready to host
tournaments, although we have done some modifications depending on the demanding of each tournament.
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VIII Open National Junior, the first step
towards the best category of world tennis.
THE TOURNAMENT OFFERS WILD CARDS TO ITS FINALISTS TO BE ABLE
TO ATTEND THE ITF GRADE 1 JUAN CARLOS FERRERO.

“We are completely sure that we will live an amazing month with the thrilling return of the professional tennis to the Comunidad
Valenciana”, with these words Iñaki Etxegia explained to a national newspaper how exciting is to hold these kind of tournaments in
Equelite JC Ferrero Academy, and the huge satisfaction of all the team when the Challenger was approved. The start of the month
will be for the National Open (in its 8 birthday) to give way to the ITF Junior and conclude with the Challenger.
The National Open will be held in March, 17-24, it is a clay court tournament with Head balls. It will be the pass for the finalist to
the ITF Junior Grade 1 that starts immediately after the National. It is a great opportunity for the youngest to compete with players
from all over the world.
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A
historical
l e g a c y
On tennis courts of the Academy, many players with a strong and long career
either in ATP or WTA have practiced since its beginners. The list of players that
have practiced at the Academy is incredible. We have had former players such
as Maria Sharapova, Justin Henin and Dinara Safina. Also the gladiator David
Ferrer. Three former players in WTA as well as one in ATP, Juan Carlos Ferrero,
who is the alma mater of this project.
Thus, the academy is part of the tennis history. Spanish players as Nicolas
Almagro, whose coach was Samuel Lopez; Guillermo García López, María José
Martinez or the retired Santi Ventura have been part of the Equelite team, also
young players as Tita Torró, Marisuz Fyrstenberg, Marta Domachowska or the
Top1 from Brazil, Thomaz Belluci.
Besides, a player with a great future as a professional tennis player, Nicola
Kuhn, have lived, train and compete under the seal of the academy.
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